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My work explores the delicacy of nature and its details. The intimate rush of a river inspires me to 

reflect upon the energy that flows in everything around us. Movement is integrated into my process and 
forms. This energy is evident in my flowing paper forms that interact with one another and move across 
the floor, mimicking the movement of a river or other bodys of water. The impulsive and intuitive style of 
my studio practice has a fluid energy that constantly keeps me motivated to explore. 

My studio practice is centered around experimentation and discovery, manipulating materials 
until I find something that feels exciting and worth pursuing. This intuitive process enables me to respond 
to materials as I work. Discovering methods of structure and attachment have lead me to study weaving 
and textiles. I incorporate a variety of traditional materials such as metal, glass, wood, and paper which I 
attach and combine using non-traditional weaving techniques. I call this process faux weaving, the act of 
connecting material at two points over and over to create an aesthetic woven structure. The structures 
range from cylindrical baskets to more fluid, freestanding, and flowing forms that follow a horizontal 
path. My current body of work emphasizes the inherent qualities of materials and their history. I aim to 
conjure ideas about natural elements, movement and form within the context of using appropriated 
materials. For example, my baskets are made of weathered copper that was harvested from discarded 
copper gutters. The gutters have a blue and orange patina resulting from exposure to the weather and the 
natural aging process of copper. Many of the textures, colors and surfaces that I incorporate into my work 
are inspired by the aging and weathering process found in nature.  

As I research traditional and contemporary methods of weaving textiles, new ideas develop for 
sculptural forms as well as drawings and monotype prints. My sketches and prints have evolved into 
layers of lines woven together. Some prints resemble the view of three-dimensional basket forms when 
looking down the center. The images are similar to a vortex or matrix. Others drawings are the results of 
studying textiles, single strand lines that interact with one another. 

Focus on the Present visualizes my interest in materials and their history into a more 
contemporary, conceptual rendition. The bronze dome on the right side of the image is polished to 
represent the future; bright, hopeful, and intriguing. The other dome has a blue patina suggesting age, 
time, and the past. The rope attached to the walls in a horizontal plane is implying a timeline with the knot 
being the present. Focusing on my work and the process of making allows me to truly be in the present 
and appreciate what my hands are able to make. Holding onto the past or worrying about the future may 
lead to anxiousness or overthinking. I have discovered the ability to deeply focus through routine and 
repetition. This meditative process has become second nature to me. It’s not only important for my sanity, 
but also informs my work. This repetitive process creates a production rhythm for me that allows the 
artwork to evolve naturally.  
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